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Telegrafik technological partner for the implementation of
Territorial Resource Centres for Elderly (CRT)

Multiple calls for projects have been launched throughout France in order to set up
Territorial Resource Centres for Elderly (CRT). The aim is to create a resource structure to
coordinate the various health actors in a given territory in order to facilitate the
implementation of home care for the elderly.
The second component of the CRT offers a reinforced home support system including
innovative connected solutions, when traditional home care is no longer sufficient.
It is in this context that Telegrafik positions itself alongside the CRTs as a technological
partner for all the security, prevention, information and coordination systems, in support
of human action.
As a unique platform for all the innovative connected solutions essential to good ageing,
and as a pioneer in its market, Telegrafik provides intelligent, predictive and all-in-one
solutions.
Today, the company already supports more than 25 territories in the coordination and
security of the home.

The CRT are an extension of the DNA of Telegrafik,
a French company specialising in digital solutions for ageing well

One of the essential aspects of the creation of CRT in France is enhanced home support, based on a
home automation package and options adapted to the situation of each beneficiary.
On this subject, Telegrafik brings strong expertise and offers a rich and complete ecosystem: thanks to
its support and the provision of innovative connected solutions, the French company provides a
concrete and viable response for professionals in the field of ageing well in the implementation of
CRTs. "The know-how we have been developing since 2013 gives Telegrafik a prime position in the
context of the creation of CRTs. This is a great opportunity to put our expertise at the service of ageing
well to offer seniors a quality response in terms of care, prevention and security. Clearly the CRTs are
an extension of our DNA!", says Carole Zisa-Garat, President of the company.

Telegrafik assists professionals in securing
seniors' housing and coordination

In addition to the human care hours, Telegrafik provides its know-how, its coordination platform as

well as its intelligent and predictive solutions to coordinate professionals and secure the home of the

seniors.
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Telegrafik proposes, through its solutions, an evolving follow-up adapted to the situation of each
beneficiary:

● Domotic packs: connected solutions are installed in the elderly person's home. These
solutions range from home automation to advanced monitoring, such as nutritional and
water sensors with the example of the Auxivia* connected glass.

● Preventive sector: detection of weak signals thanks to the modelling of the elderly person's
behaviour (frailty, change of habits, etc.).

● Predictive sector: sending alerts in the event of suspected deterioration in health or a fall.
● Coordination of professionals: information feedback, teleassistance and telemedicine,

medical care when the elderly person is no longer able to remain alone at home.
● Connected information systems: to avoid duplication of tools.

* Auxivia press release on request.

To date, Telegrafik has equipped 25 territories with its platform of innovative solutions throughout
France and assists its clients in setting up the technological component of the CRT.

Carole Zisa-Garat, Founder of Telegrafik

« Our expertise perfectly meets the specifications for setting up Territorial Resource

Centres (CRT). While relying on existing human resources and on the know-how of

professionals in the field of ageing, Telegrafik is positioned as a partner, as a real

"integrated technological brick" for the structures with which it collaborates. We are

an all-in-one aggregator platform, centralising data from software and other

platforms in a single location, with a unique ecosystem of sensors required for the

creation of future CRTs. »

About CRT

By 2030, 1.4 million people in France will be in a situation of loss of autonomy and dependence: a situation that
currently concerns more than 700,000 people in nursing homes. With this in mind, the government decree of the
27th April 2022 announced the specifications for the establishment of Territorial Resource Centres (CRT).
The call for applications for the creation of these structures is therefore launched throughout France.

About Telegrafik
Telegrafik operates connected services for ageing well, based on advanced algorithms and
communicating sensors. The company provides security for frail people and their carers and
caregivers, improves the working comfort of ageing professionals and helps prevent loss of
independence. With 10,000 connected sensors linked to its platform, Telegrafik equips 200 sites
throughout France, including 25 reinforced home care structures.
Founded in 2013, Telegrafik launched its home offer in 2017 after 3 years of Research &
Development. Supported by BPI France in 2018, it broadened its scope to become the only global
platform of connected solutions available on the market, serving the needs of the senior population
and specifically of professionals.


